Home Therapy Support Service

Haemtrack App Product
Synchronisation
iOS and Android versions 2.0 and above

Introduction
The Haemtrack app comes pre-loaded with Haemophilia products available in the United
Kingdom. As new products are released, the list on your app will become out of date until
you refresh it.
There are 2 ways to update the app; scanning the code on box of the product you use in
recording your daily treatment, or synchronising your app with the Haemtrack website.
Scanning the new product code is the easiest way to update the list of available products.
When recording a treatment, simply scan the code (if one is available) on the box of the
new product you are using and complete the treatment record as usual. When you next
login, the product will appear in the list of available products for future treatments.
For a full list of the products you can scan, go to www.haemtrack.nhs.uk/mobile
If the product box does not have a code to scan, you will need to synchronise your app to
the list of products on the Haemtrack website. The rest of this document will provide stepby-step instructions on how to do this.
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Haemtrack

iOS
1.

Tap ‘Synch’

‘Synch’
Treatments Screen

2. Tap ‘My Products’

‘My Products’
tab

Synch Screen
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3. Tap ‘Reload’

‘Reload’

My Products

4. Tap ‘Yes’ to confirm

‘Yes’

Products Synch Confirmation
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5. Haemtrack Product Synchronisation Complete

Complete

Products Synch Complete

N.B. To help speed up recording of treatments, you can hide any products you do not use
by deselecting the products form the ‘My Products’ list. Next time you record a treatment,
only the ticked products selected in ‘My Products’ will appear.
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Android
1. Tap ‘Products’

Treatments Screen

‘Products’
’

2. Tap ‘Reload’

‘Reload’

My Products
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3. Tap ‘Yes’ to confirm

‘Yes’

Products Synch Confirmation

4. Haemtrack Product Synchronisation Complete

Complete

Products Synch Complete

N.B. To help speed up recording of treatments, you can hide any products you do not use
by deselecting the products form the ‘My Products’ list. Next time you record a treatment,
only the ticked products selected in ‘My Products’ will appear.
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